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ABSTRACT

We report on reversible and continuously deformable soft micro-resonators and the control of their resonance split and directional emission.
Assisted by computerized holographic-tweezers, functioning as an optical deformer of our device, we gradually deform the shape and change
the functionality of a droplet whispering-gallery cavity. For example, we continuously deform hexagonal cavities to rectangular ones and
demonstrate switching to directionally emitting mode-of-operation, or splitting a resonant mode to a 10-GHz separated doublet. A continuous
trend of improving spatial light modulators and tweezers suggests that our method is scalable and can control the shape and functionality of
many individual devices. We also demonstrate optional solidification, proving the feasibility of transformer-enabled applications, including
in printing optical circuits and multiwavelength optical networks.
© 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0053154

Largely deformed1–4 microcavities5 support instability suppression,6 chaotic ray-dynamics,7,8 directional-emission,9–11 and
momentum transfer for nonlinear optics,12 but such deformations are generally possible only by fabricating discrete sets of resonators. In contrast, optical tweezers13–18 permit continuous large
changes,19–28 such as deformations from spherical dielectrics to
triangular ones.26 Optical tweezers can control the position,27
orientation,20,21,24 speed,19,22 and shape26 of dielectrics. Furthermore, optical tweezers are significant in engineering areas, such as
microfluidics, where tweezers are utilized in various devices, such
as micro-motors,29 micro-valves,23,28 and pumps.25,29 In sciences
including physics, biology, and chemistry, tweezers manipulate
atoms13 and enable the study of single individual RNA,14 protein,16
and DNA18 molecules and their interrogation during chemical
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reactions. It might be surprising, therefore, that a major photonic
tool, optical tweezers, was rarely used to control photonic devices
despite the large and upon-request deformations that tweezers
permit.26 Lithography based resonators and optical circuits exhibit
a terahertz tunability30,31 resolution. However, to tune a cavity on
demand, one needs to deform the cavity either mechanically, thermally, through optical force,32 or through electrostriction.33 Electrostriction achieves a tunability over the full free spectral range
(FSR),33 while with optical force, the tunability is up to 80 times the
intrinsic resonance linewidth.32 Here, we use computerized optical
tweezers to induce large deformations to an optical resonator while
the cavity is “optically resonating” while light is fiber-coupled34 to
the cavity. We therefore refer to these optical beams of light that
deform our device as an “optical deformer.” We set the cavity’s
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curvatures upon need and tune the cavity’s shape here between
stadium, rectangle-like, pentagon-like, etc.; we also experimentally
demonstrate directional emission and eigenfrequency tuning. This
lays the groundwork to develop advanced capabilities to control
the shape and functionality of photonic devices upon need, arbitrarily positioning them in the form of an optical circuit configuration and then solidifying this circuit—when desired functionality is
achieved. Below, we will prove the concept of diverse functionalities
enabled by the on-demand control of photonic structures; we will
also demonstrate photonics that one can reconfigure to directionally
emit or largely split a resonance, with optional solidification to the
form of a durable fiber-coupled device.
In our experiments, we use a computer-generated hologram
to allocate light upon request and apply forces to deform a photonic device made of a submerged oil droplet. The microdroplet
hosts whispering-gallery modes and functions as a cavity that resonates when the droplet circumference is an integer number of optical wavelengths. We start by demonstrating solidability to a durable
device and then follow reconfigure resonators to switch their functionality. For demonstrating solidability, we first evanescently couple a liquid droplet resonator to a tapered-fiber coupler,34 while
both are submerged in a photochemically curable medium, which
we will later solidify (Method 1). We control the coupling distance
between the resonator and coupler while monitoring optical transmission through the resonator via the standard fiber [Fig. 1(a)].
When coupling performance is satisfactory, we cure the photochemical medium with UV light. The solidified apparatus exhibits an
optical quality factor of 730 000 and coupling efficiency near 80%,
as indicated by the measured resonance linewidth and by its depth
[Fig. 1(d)]. Our device [Fig. 1(e)] survived several falls to the floor
without any degradation in performance. Our demonstrated solidification of a spherical droplet resonator after setting its coupling
distance parameter is a proof-of-concept and a first step toward
solidifying photonic circuits made of many droplets. For our following experiments, we refrain from solidification. In detail, we could
not find a material for the surrounding liquid that combines low
refractive index, high transparency, curability, and low surface tension. In this work, we could combine only three out of the above
properties so that our droplets could be either deformed or solidified. We will now deform our droplet resonators, while they are optically resonating. For that, and as one can see in Fig. 1, we use a 20x,
1.0 NA water immersion top-view objective to observe the droplets,
as well as to manipulate them with optical deformers. The multiple traps are controlled with a spatial light modulator (SLM) and a
532 nm continuous wave (CW) laser with a typical trapping power
of 0.5 W. Additionally, we installed a bottom-view microscope to
easily control the shape of the droplet, as well as its position relative
to the tapered-fiber coupler. An important enabler in reshaping the
initially spherical droplet is related to reducing the surface tension
of the droplet boundary, or in simpler words: making the droplet
softer. For the purpose of reducing interfacial tension, we use two
emulsifiers (Method 2), one leads to oil droplets in water, while the
other boosts the creation of water droplets in oil, and scan their
concentrations until we observe a transition region where the emulsion is indecisive; it prefers to form either oil in water or water in
oil drops. Such a system is generally referred to as Winsor type III
emulsion. In such systems, the surfactant forms a microemulsion in
a separate phase between the oil and aqueous phases. This phase is a
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continuous layer containing surfactants, water, and dissolved hydrocarbons. This situation is ideal for achieving ultralow interfacial tension values and is favorable here for tweezers-deformable droplets.26
Our approach of softening the droplet resonator, and then deforming them upon demand using the optical deformers, distinguishes
our deformable cavities from earlier works where liquid jets were
broken into falling droplets1,2 and excited by free-propagating light
beams (Method 3).
As shown in Fig. 2, we demonstrate our ability to deform
microcavities to various shapes, while evanescently coupling light
into it. Figure 2 shows the deformation of an n-heptane drop into
a cigar and then to shapes having three-, four-, five-, and six-fold
symmetry. The optical quality was measured by fitting the absorption line shape to a Lorentzian function and was about half a million.
The three, four, five, and six corner measurements were performed
on the same droplet, illustrating the wide range of the system’s continuous tunability. It takes about 10 s to deform a resonator from
an undisturbed state to one presented in Fig. 1. We characterize
the deformation of the resonator quantitatively using parameter
r −r
ε = p a e (Fig. 2), where rp and re are the longest and shortest
radius, and a represents the undisturbed sphere radius. In our
next measurement (Fig. 3), we continuously deform the droplet
resonator while optically interrogating its resonance spectrum. As
shown in Fig. 3, ε = 8% allows a 10.8 GHz split between two successive azimuthal modes. Stretching the resonator splits its mode
3m2
]},
as expected according to relation35 Δω(m) = ω0 {− 6ε [1 − l(l+1)
where ω0 is the laser frequency near 384 THz. For our theoretical
fitting, we chose l, the polar mode number, to be 1000 and m, the
azimuthal mode number, to be 577 to provide a good fit with our
results. We observed a change in coupling efficiency. However, we
are uncertain if the change is caused by the new distance between
the coupler and deformed resonator or internal resonator physics.
When trying to readjust the coupler distance, there were instances
in which a different optical mode was unintentionally excited. We
therefore settled for not readjusting the coupler during the deformation experiments to ensure observation of the same mode. We
want to point out that the reference point for the wavelength detuning was not kept the same in all the measurements because of drifts
that are typical to soft resonators. To be sure to have the measurement of the same resonance always, we were perpetually measuring
the resonator’s spectral transmission at a rate of 155 scans/s. With
the aid of an oscilloscope, we verified that the split mode of interest is the same resonance in all the measurements, while we were
continuously deforming the droplet.
Next, we deform a droplet resonator to be sharper at one of its
corners by using four-fold optical deformers [Fig. 4(a), green] while
monitoring the optical deformers using a near-infrared camera. We
continue deforming the droplet while exciting and monitoring its
circumferentially circulating resonance using the camera until directional emission appears to emerge from this corner [Figs. 4(b) and
4(d)]. The results of the computational simulations (Method 4) are
shown in Fig. 4(c)—one can see the directed emission out of the
resonator in qualitative agreement with our experimental results.
Largely deformed optical cavities are widely associated with internal
ray chaos. However, these phenomena go hand in hand with a high
resonator refractive index. Partial chaotic behavior can be observed
for an n ≤ 2 (glass and optical fiber) and chaotic behavior for
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup. (a) An n-heptane oil microresonator (golden) in a water chamber (blue) is deformed by computerized holographic-optical deformers (green) into a
triangular form while optically accessed as a microcavity using a tunable laser that is coupled to the droplet via a tapered fiber coupler (red). PD: photodetector; SLM: spatial
light modulator. (b) Top-view micrograph of a droplet deformed to a triangular shape. The bright dots are the optical deformer spots. (c) Bottom-view micrograph of the same
deformed droplet. (b) and (c) are micrographs of the real deformed droplet. The bright dots out of the droplets are related to high-order components of the holographic optical
deformers with insignificant intensity when compared to the first orders. (d) A typical wavelength scan through the solidified resonator resonance reveals transmission dips at
resonance, with a quality factor near 730 000. (e) A micrograph of our solidified resonator with light (783 nm) resonating inside.
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FIG. 2. Experimental results. Left: Micrograph of an elliptical, triangular, square, pentagonal, and hexagonal microresonator, deformed with optical deformers and coupled
via tapered fiber. Center: 3D resonator shape image where deformation is exaggerated. Right: The measured transmission, fitted to a two Lorentzian function. The optical
wavelength is 780 nm. Error bars represent standard deviation. The bright spots within the resonator are due to the optical deformers.
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FIG. 3. (Central plot) Experimental results, resonance split as a function of deformation. Results (blue) are presented with a linear fit (red) with r 2 = 0.95. Each point in the
central plots represents a split anticipated by fitting a two-peak Lorentzian function to the experimentally measured spectral transmission (surrounding plots). Micrograph
insets show the deformed droplet that corresponds to the transmission plot. The optical wavelength is 780 nm. In the surrounding plots, error bars represent standard
deviation and 0 represents the average between resonances. In the central plot, the vertical error bar is the standard deviation of ten consecutive measurements, while the
horizontal represents the microscope resolution. The resonator FSR is 350 GHZ, while Q degrades from 2.3 × 105 to 1.3 × 105 through the deformation. All observed modes
showed splitting to some degree.
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FIG. 4. Directional emission. (a) A micrograph of the arbitrary shaped droplet resonator taken in visible light where the four-fold holographic optical deformers are seen
(green). (b) Same micrograph taken in the infrared where a deformed ring represents the optical resonance and emission is seen from near the region where the curve is
sharpest. The rectangle indicates the area of interest studied in the theoretical simulation (c). (c) The results of two-dimensional simulations showing directed emission from
an ellipsoidal disk resonator used as a qualitative model for our deformed droplet. (d) Experimental results: intensity height profile of the rectangular area in b reveals the
directional emission and an emission sideband.

n ≅ 3.3 in air. In our case, the refractive indices are nResonator = 1.38
and nWater = 1.33. Light incident angles narrower than 78○ with
respect to the surface normal are lossy in our system, and (partial)
wave chaos cannot be accessed. However, liquids can reach a refractive index of up to 2.0736,37 and we are optimistic to reach the partial
wave chaos regime with our system soon. This would allow us to turn
the chaotic ray dynamics in a resonator on and off on demand and
grant access to the study of the transition region, level statistics,38
and chaotic dynamics.39
In conclusion, previous reversible deformation technologies
were only slightly deforming resonators from their original shape.
As such, one could determine the optical characteristics of a
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deformed system as a small correction to the characteristics of an
exactly solvable situation using a perturbation approach. Such a
perturbative deformation rarely permitted changing device functionality. In contrast, we report here on non-perturbative deformation (that cannot be described through perturbation theory) that
transforms resonators’ functionality to become a directional emitter or broadly tune the resonance spectrum. Unlike standard lithography, our non-perturbative deformations transform the device’s
functionality upon need while operating and in real time. We have
demonstrated on-demand reconfiguration of photonic microresonators through computerized holographic optical deformers. With
the solidification that we demonstrated, our transformable photonic
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can offer solution to many challenges in photonic circuits while
controlling the shape, orientation, and position of each component
when the circuit is optically active.
We thank Yiftach Vaknin Keinan and Karen Adieu Tankus
(KAT).
This research was supported by the United States–Israel Binational Science Foundation (BSF) (Grant No. 2016670), the U.S.
National Science Foundation (NSF) (Grant Nos. 1711801 and
ECCS1711451), ICore: the Israeli Excellence Center “Circle of
Light,” Grant No. 1902/12, and the Israeli Science Foundation, Grant
Nos. 2013/15 and 988/17.
APPENDIX: METHOD SECTION
1. Method: Solidification
For the resonator, we use silicone oil with a refractive index
of n = 1.41. The surrounding cladding medium is a photochemical polymer (My Polymers Ltd., QF-133-V3) with a low refractive
index (n = 1.33). We pour the polymer, while in its liquid phase,
to a chamber that is made from two microscope slides that further
improve rigidity. We then submerge a droplet made of silicone oil
and a tapered-fiber coupler in the liquid polymer. We use the taper
to evanescently couple light into the droplet resonator,34 from a tunable 780 nm laser, while monitoring its spectral transmission via
the other side of the same tapered fiber. We fine-tune the coupling
efficiency through moving the tapered coupler with respect to the
resonator. Once we achieve a satisfactory result, we solidify the photochemical polymer with a 365 nm UV illuminator (Vilber Lourmat,
VL-6.L) over the course of 10 min. While the silicon oil resonator is
still liquid, it is surrounded by solid walls. We did not measure any
degradation of performance over weeks of operation.
2. Method: Materials
For the resonator, we use one droplet of n-heptane oil (CAS
Number: 142-82-5, Sigma-Aldrich). For the surrounding, we use
deionized water. For softening the water–oil interface, we use NaCl
emulsifier in 30 mM concentration and 1 mM concentration of
dioctyl sulfosuccinate sodium salt (Aerosol OT) (CAS Number
577-11-7, Sigma-Aldrich). The concentration here is relative to
1 l of water. According to Aveyard et al.,40 the interfacial tension
is highly sensitive at the Winsor III phase. Small variations in the
NaCl concentration can lead to a magnitude change in interfacial
tension.
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is between 180 and 250 μm, depending on the applied pressure and
pulling speed through the chamber. We operate the syringe by hand,
which we find to be sufficiently accurate to create desired sized and
spatial separated droplets.
4. Method: Numerical simulation
We simulate the directional emission for a deformed cavity
using a two-dimensional model to avoid unnecessary numerical difficulties. We utilize a 2D FEM frequency domain simulations run
on COMSOL computational platform, where we compute the field
emitted by a two-dimensional resonator in the form of a semicircle adjoint to an ellipse with the semiaxes 86 and 75 μm. This shape
agrees most closely with the image of the deformed droplet as determined from its micrograph. The emission was associated with a
WGM excited by a fiber coupler at the frequency in the vicinity of
780 nm. We performed the frequency sweep around this value to
find the best coupling with the waveguide.
5. Method: Fiber coupler
We couple light into the resonator with a tapered fiber U. We
strip and clean a 2-cm area of a 780 nm single mode fiber. We heat
the stripped area with a hydrogen flame, while pulling from both
sides of the fiber with a step motor station. We monitor the transmission through the fiber, while tapering it, until we reach single
mode criteria. Something to consider is that the fiber will be coupling in the surrounding media with a refractive index of water. This
affects the effective refractive index of the taper. To achieve critical
coupling conditions, we calculated the expected effective refractive
index of our oil resonator in water and the necessary thickness fiber
diameter. In our case, we pull the fiber while monitoring 960 nm
transmission until we reach single mode criteria in air, resulting in
matched refractive indices of 780 nm coupling wavelength in water.
After the tapering process, we carefully bend the tapered area into a
U and glue the unstripped fiber ends on a microscope slide in a manner that the U extends a couple of centimeters outside the slide. We
mount the coupler onto a nano-positioning stage and couple evanescently into our droplet resonator. We found that water is damping
all unwanted taper vibrations, which one usually experience, while
operating in air.
DATA AVAILABILITY
Data underlying the results presented in this paper are not publicly available at this time but may be obtained from the authors
upon reasonable request.

3. Method: Making the droplets
We prefill the chamber with the water–AOT–NaCl solution,
fill a syringe with n-heptane, and equip it with a 150-μm inner
diameter needle. We then apply pressure on the syringe piston to
ensure a steady flow of n-heptane through the syringe needle and
pull it at a steady speed through the prefilled chamber. Depending on the pulling speed and flow velocity, and in agreement with
the Plateau–Rayleigh instability, we generate droplets in the desired
diameter range, spatially separated from each other. The refractive
index of our droplets is 1.3855, and that of their surrounding liquid is 1.3298. We estimate the standard diameter variation to be
within 10%–20% within each experiment, and the droplet size range
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